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Abstract- The Bug resides in the software system causes new bugs damages the software reputation and increases the cost
of bug fixing effort. So it is compulsory to know or predict the existence of bug as soon as possible and remove residing
bugs timely. In this paper we reviewed the previously used approaches like Code Churn, Fine Grained Source Code
Changes (SCC), Fine Grained Bug Severity Prediction and also try to find their limitations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bugs in software systems are major risk and these are the one that drives most of the software maintenance cost to
both, the organization that develop software and the organization that uses it. In the development process the major
cost to pay for occurred bug is time and also pressure on the budget to fix the raised bug. So to fix the bug and
maintain the system’s quality increases the pressure on the manpower or on resources and increase their workload.
Due to the workload and limited time period the quality of system suffers. To overcome this problem, numbers of
bug prediction models are introduced by researchers. So the resources can allocate to those parts of the system, are
more bug prone.
Software is constructed by series of changes and each change has a risk of introducing new bugs. The occurrence of
new bug depends upon the granularity of change. These changes may be at commit level, file level or at statement
level. Bug prediction makes use of available resources efficiently and effectively by the project development team.
The bugs that occur previously are good predictors for future bugs. The main question for bug prediction is not how
bug is occurring but where it is occurring. The bug could exist in previously fixed files, in modified files, in complex
files or nearby other bugs. In open source software systems, user of open source software often write a “bug report”
when they find bug or come across a mistake. These reports of previously occurred bugs are used to predict the same
type of bugs in the new systems.
Bug databases contain a very large quantity of information of failures of software and the reasons of occurrence of
failure and how it effect the system and what cost it takes to recover from failure. This information of previous
occurred bugs can easily get from software archives. In this paper they work on the properties of code like how
complexity of the changed code, domain of problem and quality of development process affect the occurrence of
defects [2].
Mainly the defects prediction models are built using attested data from previous projects. This historical data is used
on the assumption that new projects also contain the same features and using previous data, defects can be predicted.
This assumption is not valid for all new projects. Some new projects contain new features and for those projects
there is no available historical data. To overcome this problem there is a sampling- based approach to software
defect prediction [14].
II. RELATED WORK
Phiradet Bangcharoensap et. al. [1] gave three new approaches to predict the bugs in the source code. These
approaches are: text mining approach, code mining approach, change history mining approach. They also explain
that the bug reports that contained specific information are simple to use to find the bugs in the files. This approach
is quite useful to reassign the bugs to fixer.
Shiv kumar shivaji et. al. [3] proposed a new approach of bug prediction. According this approach machine learning
classifiers are firstly trained on the history of software and then they are used to predict if the changes made in the
system are causing in the bugs. But classifiers are trained on the selected features or most important features that
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mainly cause the bugs in the system. Trained the classifiers for all features is a difficult and very time consuming
process, So selected features give better results than all features.
Yuan Tian et. al. [4] describes the severity labels to prioritize the bugs. They introduced a new model to infer
severity labels from different types of information that is available from bug reports like textual and non textual.
They use duplicate bug reports to measure the relative importance of every feature to check the similarity between
bug reports. These similar measures are then used to assign the severity labels to similar types of bugs. In this paper
they compare their proposed approach with state-of-the-art approach.
Emanuel Giger et. al. [6] analyzed the relationship between fine grained source code changes and the number of
bugs in source files. This relationship analyzed using the data from the eclipse platform. On the basis of initial
correlation analysis numbers of prediction models are computed using methods of machine learning. The prediction
model from this analysis gives these results that there is stronger correlation between SCC and number of bugs than
code churn based on lines modified (LM) and bug prone files ranked higher than non bug prone ones with the
approximately 90% probability by SCC.
N. Nagappan and T. Ball [7] introduced new approach of relative code churn measures. The relative code churn
measures can predict more bugs than absolute code churn measures. In the absolute measure it directly count how
much total lines are modified means deleted added. Relative code churn measure the amount of code change taking
place within software over unit time. It counts the how many lines added, deleted or modified differently. Number of
changed lines can be easily found from the new version or a new release of a system.
A. E. Hassan [9] explains that a complex code change has more chances to create large number of faults in the
software system. He gives three models for the complexity of code changes. These models are: the basic code
change model, the extended code change model and the file code change model. During a particular time period first
two models calculate only one value that measures the project’s overall change complexity. FCC model measures
individual source file or subsystem’s overall complexity.
Sonali Agarwal and Divya Tomar [10] proposed a Linear Twin Support Vector Machine (LSTSVM) model based
on feature selection technique for defect prediction. Significant feature are selected by F-score feature selection
technique. These significant features are helpful to predict defects in software modules. There is a huge difference in
the performance of both classifiers, the one that is developed using subset of new selected features and the one that
built on all features set. They evaluated the proposed model’s defect predicting performance and used four
PROMISE datasets to perform comparative analysis.
III. APPROACHES
A. Code Churn
Code Churn approach mainly based on the lines modified in the software system. In this, source code files purely
assumed as text files. It computes lines modified in a source code file, like number of added lines, number of lines
deleted from source code and lines changed per revision. In this approach, formatting source code or updating in
license header generates additional lines modified although there was no change in the source code entities. For
example if we change local variable or method, result will be same in both conditions.
Limitation of Code Churn approach: The main limitation of Code churn approach is that they do not achieve good
performance to differentiate files into ‘files that contains bugs’ and ‘files that don’t contain bugs’.
B. Fine Grained Source code Changes (SCC)
Fine grained source code changes introduced that SCC overcomes the limitation of code churn approach. This
approach captured the semantics of code changes. Fine grained source code changes approach mainly uses three
hypotheses.
H1:- SCC posses a stronger correlation with the number of bugs then lines modified.
H2:- SCC gives better results to differentiate source files into buggy and not bug prone files than LM.
H3:- SCC gives better results than LM while predicting the number of bugs in source files.
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C. Fine Grained Bug Severity Prediction
In this approach previous bug reports are automatically analyzed. These are analyzed on the basis of assigned
severity labels. These labels assigned on the basis of how much that bug effect the system and when it is necessary
to detect that bug and remove it. In this approach five severity labels are assigned named: blocker, critical, major,
minor, and trivial. In this approach for comparison with the previous data, instead of using NASA data set, the files
that stored in the bugzilla are used for comparison.
The limitation of this approach is that we make assumption of the complexion of the bug on the basis of its previous
occurrence but there may be that bug can create more critical then the time when it occurred in other system.
D. Reducing Features to improve Code Changes Based Bug Prediction
In this approach machine learning based classifiers are trained on the selected features of history data. After that
these classifiers are used on the new systems to predict the bugs that are produced due to changes in the system. If
classifiers are trained on 10% important features from the all features, then they give more satisfactory and quick
result.
E. Sampling-based approach to software defect prediction
In this approach some modules are taken as samples from all modules of source code. A classification model is
constructed based on sample to check the quality of sampled module. Then this classification model is used on the
un-sampled modules to predict the defects. CoForest and ACoForest are two semi-supervised machine learning
methods to construct defect prediction models based on samples.
IV.CONCLUSION
Fine grained bug severity prediction approach does not give satisfactory result because it doesn’t contain the all
information about every feature of the bug reported. Fine grained bug prediction approach only applicable for the
eclipse platform. So there is need to work on this so that it can become appropriate for other software development
platforms also. This approach detects the defects only on the basis of how much lines are changed not on the basis of
impact of those changes. Feature selection approach only predict the history based bugs, it cannot predict the new
types of bugs that introduced in the system. If these features cannot predict the all bugs then using this approach is a
waste of time. The shortcoming of sampling approach is that, large software projects consists of very large number
of source code files, so to choose a sample from large data and build a effective model of bug prediction is a big
research challenge.
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